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Rockingham Castle

Rockingham - Entry into the ground floor Great Hall from the courtyard – the  north door into the screens
passage. The variety of features in the mouldings have given rise to some dating uncertainties, as noted
by Pevsner, but it appears to be mid 13th century - Henry III, apart from the outer chamfered jambs.
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Fig.1. Rockingham. Aerial view of the castle from the north, with the Rose Garden on the sliced
motte top with the design emulating the Civil War layout. (Cropped)  © John Fielding.
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Fig. 2. Rockingham Castle and environs. From the OS 6” map, Northamptonshire XI.SW, Revised:
1899, Published: 1901. © National Library of Scotland. Inset: The sole surviving boundary marker,
(the White Stone’), of Rockingham Forest is near Blatherwycke, 10 miles NE of Rockingham; see
Rockingham Forest Trust.
John Leland noted (1546)‘The Forest of Rokingham after the olde perambulation is about a 20
miles yn length, and in bredthe 5 or 4 miles in sum places, and in sum lesse. There be dyvers lodges
for keepers of the fallow dere yn it. And withyn the precincte of it is good corne and pasture and a
plentie of woodde.’
http://resource.rockingham-forest trust.org.uk/SiteResources/data/MediaArchive/images/parishes/
Blatherwyke/Blatherwycke%20-%20White%20Stone%20IMG0079.jpg
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Rockingham Castle
Summary description of its medieval elements

Rockingham castle was built by William the
Conqueror shortly (1068 or 1071) after the
Norman invasion, and remained an important
royal castle used by successive kings throughout
the medieval period. After much work here by
King John, by the 13th century the castle was one
of the seven main royal residences in the country
(others probably being: Windsor, Tower of
London, Nottingham, Dover, Northampton, and
Winchester).  Extensive documentary records also
show that Rockingham was a major administrative
centre during this time.
Originally of a motte and two bailey layout on
opposite sides with a 12th-century motte-top shell-
keep (cf, Windsor, Arundel, Deddington,
Farthingstone). The  original ‘Tilting Lawn’ bailey
still remains to the south. The motte has been
lowered and is now an attractive rose garden but
much of interest remains. It was 30ft (9.144 m)
high, 100 ft (30.48 m) wide, and surrounded by a
30ft wide moat.  (plan, figs. 3, 13). Visible stone
remnants include footings for the Barbican Tower
and the well. The shell keep is known from the
detailed 1250 Survey (see Supplementary Notes).
The house that developed to the north beyond the
motte now has an irregular H-shape layout with its
own outer bailey to the north and an interior
courtyard to the south (plan, fig. 3). The existing core
components to the house complex are mainly two
storey with attics, but include the Great Hall (fig.1)
(and see below). The twin-towered Edwardian
gatehouse (figs. 4, 5, 6) that leads into the enclosed
north bailey is of square-coursed ironstone to the
rear, with, to the front, a pair of semi-circular (or
‘D’-shaped) limestone ashlar towers with a two-
centred arch and cross-slits with basal oillets in the
towers, chamfered plinth, string-courses, and
castellated parapets, though these have been rebuilt
(Salvin).  Parts of  the gatehouse to the rear may be
12th century but the bulk of the gatehouse is mainly
c. 1275-80. A thick 13th-century (or earlier) east
curtain wall is pierced by this gatehouse.
Attached to the curtain wall on the south side (left)
of the gatehouse is a 17th century gable-end to the
room that admits entry into the Servant’s Hall
(displaying models and interesting early plans);

further along the east curtain is a significant square
turret, the date of which is problematic (figs. 7, 8)
with 13th-century 4-centred arched entrance to the
first floor on the interior side, along the ‘Street’.
North of the gatehouse is the plain rear side of the
17th-century Walker house, now part of the curtain.
This area originally housed the stable block once
approached from the exterior (see Buck, fig. 14).
The elevation of the long Great Hall is seen
through the Edwardian gateway to the left.
Squared coursed limestone and ironstone. The
hall has been radically altered over the years. The
13th century pointed arch-head door opening at
the east end (left) led to the screens passage and
has coats of arms above (fig. 1). The doorway
has elaborately moulded stonework. Pevsner
notes: “Rolls with keels and fillets with very worn
stiff leaf capitals. Stylistically the doorways look
later than 1216, but earlier than 1276. But that
does not fit with the documented major building
periods”. (Buildings of Northamptonshire, 1973,
38). Fuller descriptions and survey references of
the medieval structures are contained in the
Supplementary Notes. See pp. 78-83)

Some points for discussion:
1. Does the Edward I gatehouse appear to be all of
one build or are the frontal ‘D’s later than the rear
section? Is there any indication of an older gate that
has been integrated? What about the round-headed
doors to the rear? (Figs. 3-6).
2. What date is the outer part of the square flanking tower
on the east curtain? (Figs. 7, 8).
3. What evidence remains for Edward I’s building
interventions within the Great Hall? and date of the
decorated north door into the screens passage. (Fig. 1)?
4. Was this a Great Hall in the conventional sense or
two adjoining halls/chambers? Were there upper solar
chambers at either end? (Fig. 3).
5. How did the Barbican (one or two) drawbridges work
when approaching the motte?(Fig. 13).
It is possible that when originally laid out, the south
bailey,occupying slightly higher ground than the north
bailey, was intended to be the site of the royal residence
with the north bailey being the more functional part of
the castle. When the castle failed to become a significant
royal residence, the south bailey may have lost much of
its function but the north bailey and its buildings would
have continued to be important and been replaced and
renewed as required. (An idea by the late Philip Davis).
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Fig. 3. Plan of Rockingham Castle (Motte and North Bailey)  from G. T . Clark - Mediaeval Military
Architecture, 1884, Vol II. opp. p. 426. The front of the gatehouse is dated to c. 1275 by Clark.

Fig. 4. Ground-floor plan of the gatehouse - based on Hartshorne, 1852. opp. p. 6. Note: No
internal staircase access to the upper storey. Niche embrasures; ½ rounded portcullis grooves;
mirror image gate-passage side-doors; gate passage timber ceiled (unvaulted); capital-type imposts
or springers to front and rear gate-passage arches. Mirror image arrow-loops apart from one. No
murder holes; no machicolation. No rear door for inward closing. Lights (loops) to the west front
could be speculative. Inset: Arrow loop embrasure in the south gatehouse chamber, facing south.
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ABOVE: Fig. 5. Rockingham was a Royal Castle from 1066/71 until 1619 when James I sold it to Sir
Lewis Watson the ancestor of the present owners. It was attacked during the Civil War after which
the remains of the Keep on the motte were demolished. The gate frontage is Edwardian c. 1270s-80s.
Battlements were rebuilt by Salvin in the mid 19th century (compare those illustrated by Hartshorne)
BELOW: Fig. 6. The rear of the main gatehouse. The two round-headed rear entrances are of particular
interest. The door on the far right appears to have been moved and may have been where the ground
floor square window now sits in the south gatehouse chamber. The question is whether the two
round-headed doors, with hollow chamfers, are contemporary with the Edwardian ‘D’s to the front
and the side chamber doors along the gate-passage, which also appear to be 1270s+ The gate-passage
is not vaulted and is timber ceiled. It may once have been vaulted and the string-course line may
indicate an original ‘hump’ in the floor above.
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ABOVE: Figs. 7 and 8. Two views - face and flanking - of the rectangular flanking tower along the
east curtain to the south of the gatehouse. Its form might indicate a late-12th-century tower
established by Henry II. The building may have been heightened. The ground-floor arrow loops
appear to be contemporary with the gatehouse and could be insertions. cf. Buck engraving.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 9.  Detail of one of the doors, with a continuous hollow chamfer, (door now
unused), to the rear and on the north side of the gatehouse (cf Barnwell). Right: Fig. 10.
Gatehouse passage entrance door on the south side, mirrored on the north. Pointed arch with
hoodmould terminated by ‘notch-head’ stops (worn, but very similar to Barnwell). The floor of
the gate-passage has been lowered.
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Fig. 11. The estate map of Rockingham, c. 1615 (cropped), produced on vellum by Edward
Mansell. South at the top. A copy is in the Rockingham Castle ‘Servant’s Hall’. This is the
earliest known depiction of the castle although in some ways it appears to be representational.
Were there houses once on the motte top? Was the motte-top curtain wall polygonal? It appears
to be. The curtain wall running back from the gatehouse should be further to the north, but it
does accurately show the two circular angle towers probably built by Edward I.
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Fig. 12. Rockingham Castle - Gatehouse - from Hartshorne, 1852. Note roofline and crenellations.
There is no longer a gable across the length of gatehouse.

Fig. 13. Rockingham Castle - as it may have appeared at the end of the 13th century. From a 20th
century contemporary plans displayed in the Servant’s Hall. The plan has been plotted from the
remaining archaeology, a careful analysis of the 1250 Survey and the John, Henry III and
Edwardian documents. © Rockingham Castle.
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Fig. 14. The south-east view of Rockingham Castle in the county of Northampton. by S. & N. Buck
c. 1729. Compare with G. T. Clark’s ground plan, and note the remains of the levelled motte far
left. The square curtain tower (boxed) appears to have a roof gable with a gabled dormer window
and a larger window below it, significantly different to its appearance today – hence Clark’s suspicion.

Fig. 15. Rockingham Castle - as it may have appeared at the end of the 16th century. From plans
displayed in the Servant’s Hall. The present-day contemporary plan is plotted from archaeology,
a careful analysis of the 1250 survey, the John, Henry III and Edwardian documents and later
building accounts. © Rockingham Castle.
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Fig. 16. Royal Commission (RCHME) An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in the County of
Northamptonshire, Volume 2, Archaeological Sites in Central Northamptonshire. Originally
published by Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1979. pp. 126-130.  Key: (4) Motte, (6)
Pillow mounds, (7) Settlement remains (14) Enclosures [Numbers are not well defined]. A: North
Bailey, B: site of motte, C: South Bailey (Tilting Lawn remains defined by earthworks).
Motte (SP 86729122;, at the S. end of the standing remains of Rockingham castle, near the end of
a broad, flat-topped spur which projects N. W. from the main limestone escarpment, overlooking
the Welland valley at 112 m. above OD..
RCHME commentary: The motte has been mutilated and partly destroyed, largely as a result of
post-medieval alterations. It survives as a large, curved, terraced bank some 3 m. high on the N.
and E. but only as a slight rise on the S. and W. In earlier times it appears to have had a stone keep
on its summit. It was refortified in 1644 when a Parliamentary garrison held it. The S. bailey lies
S.W. of the motte and has also been badly damaged by later activities. On the E. and W. it is bounded
by the steep natural scarps of the spur and on the S. across the neck of the spur by a bank and ditch,
which have been reduced to very slight relief. The ditch is some 12 m. wide and 1 m. deep and the
bank is less than 1 m. high. Slight traces of ridge-and-furrow survive within this bailey (Northants.
Archaeology, 9 (1974), 68–9, for all refs.).
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Fig. 17. The plan of the (Shell) Keep on the motte as fortified by Parliament c. 1644, as published
in Klingelhöfer, E., 1983-4, ‘Rockingham Castle in 1250: Form and Function of a royal castle
under Henry III’ in, Northamptonshire Past and Present 7.1 pp. 11–25. ‘Old Plan of the Keep as
Fortified by the Parit Garrison, 1644’.
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Fig. 18. Rockingham. The ‘Street’ looking south toward the bell-towered laundry (1670). The east curtain
runs immediately behind the series of lean-to’s. The east curtain tower rises to two-storeys with an elegant
13th century? entrance porch and door on the upper floor. See pp. 78-79. Image courtesy of Peter Burton.
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Figs. 19-22 Clockwise: Details of the rear of the east curtain square turret along the ‘Street’, not
normally accessible or viewable from this side. The exterior view is shown (figs. 7, 8, 21). Clark (figs.
3, 23) considered that the three exterior sides were ‘modern’. Images courtesy of Peter Burton.
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The square turret (or Flanker Tower) along
the east curtain
Currently used for domestic/service purposes this
truncated tower, from the rear, has an interesting
porch entrance at first-floor level (see fig. 14). The
exterior has a projecting hoodmould terminated, at
the springing of the arch, by masks similar to the
‘notched head’ corbels/stops seen at Barnwell castle
and church, in the Rockingham gatehouse passage,
and elsewhere. The outer entrance-arch jambs have
narrow chamfering. A few steps lead into the porch,
and may have been a continuation of exterior
wooden steps from ground level. The recessed
entrance is marked by an exterior door rebate, no
chamfering, pointed head, and pintles to the left-
hand side indicating that the door opened outwards,
suggesting a non-residential function?) (fig. 24). The
porch and entrance takes up the whole thickness of
the curtain wall, which, at this point is about 10ft
(3m). To the right of the first-floor entrance is a
simple lancet window (fig. 22), similar to those on
the exterior and flanking side faces at the same level.
Detailed inspection was not possible, and whilst the
linteled ground-floor entrance and window look like
modern breakthroughs, further analysis would be
needed to establish the dating / history of the tower.
The flat roofline appears to indicate the turret had
(now lost) battlements, a gable, or an upper second
floor, and the relatively thin exterior walls to the
turret might suggest that the exterior structure,
which contains much local ironstone is modern, as
G. T. Clark thought. However, a mix of ironstone
and creamy limestone is used here throughout all
periods. It is also possible that the mouldings have
been re-used from an earlier structure. On the other
hand, looking at the plinth and quoin style, the turret
may have been conceived as a typical square

ABOVE: Fig. 23. G.T. Clark - ground plan (detail)of the east curtain; the ‘Street’ is labelled ‘yard’.
BELOW: right: fig. 24. The plain inner recessed door of the ‘Flanker Tower with exterior door
rebate.

late-12th-century tower (Henry II / John), with the
upper two-thirds rebuilt in the 13th century, follow-
ing siege damage, following the same footprint for
cost and speed. The two forward / flanking arrow
loops look earlier than those seen in the gatehouse
and may have been cut in an antiquarian manner;
but all this remains speculative. In any event, whilst
the mouldings to the rear have some similarities to
the gate-passage side-doors, always hitherto consid-
ered Edwardian, the look of the turret – to the rear
façade at least – is of the mid-to-end period of the
Henry III era c. 1260-75. It is difficult to think of
any square curtain towers (apart perhaps from some
latrine turrets) that were built new by Henry III.
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The Medieval Structure of Rockingham
castle - Supplementary Notes

[Based on various sources, including Eric
Klingelhöfer; Charles Hartshorne; Glenn Foard
etc]: Klingelhöfer, E., 1983-4, ‘Rockingham Castle
in 1250: form and function of a royal castle under
Henry III’ in, Northamptonshire Past and Present
7.1 pp. 11–25; Hartshorne, C. H., 1852,
Rockingham Castle, its Antiquities and History
(Oxford) (reprint of AJ 1844 article); Glenn Foard,
J. Ballinger, J. Taylor, 2006, Extensive Urban
Survey - Northamptonshire (Northamptonshire
County Council, English Heritage); History of the
King’s Works, Vols. 1, 2  H. M. Colvin (ed.), 1963.
The text below also draws on notes from David
Shipton, Head Guide, Rockingham Castle, with
grateful thanks.
1. General Points.
2. Evidence from the 1250 Survey and the

1644 Plan of the Shell Keep.
3. The general features of Rockingham

castle at the end of the 13th century.

1. General Points
Date of construction:
● 1068, when William ordered castles to be

built at Lincoln, Huntingdon and Cambridge;
or 1071 when he built Ely Castle as part of
the campaign against the Fenland uprising.

● Rockingham, ‘Where King William had
ordered a castle to be built, perhaps at the
time of  Morcar’s revolt [1071]’. (Earl
Morcar of Northumbria was an ally of
Hereward).  [J. A. Green: The Aristocracy of
Norman England]

● Various reasons for building a castle at
Rockingham:

● It was a natural defensive position, with good
water supply and plentiful local ironstone,
and finer Weldon stone, for building. lt also
overlooked an ancient provincial boundary
marked by the Welland Valley and thereby
dominated the richer north bank of that river,
an area of possible Saxon resistance. lt also
dominated the south-north route from
Northampton to Nottingham, both the sites

of major Royal Norman castles, and had
strategic control of the main river-crossing
of the Welland,  an important route from west
to east. To the south lay forested land with
plentiful supplies of timber/charcoal and game
- good hunting country that became the Royal
Forest of Rockingham. Finally, the site was
also ideal for the symbolic role of a castle to
dominate the landscape for miles around and
to send out a clear message to the Anglo-
Saxons that the Normans were now in charge:

● ‘As there was no population centre at the site,
its establishment must have had a strictly
military purpose.’ [Klingelhöfer].  ‘The
primary military function of a castle was an
offensive one: as a base for active operations
by which the surrounding territory could be
controlled’ [Stephen Friar, The Sutton
Companion to Castles, 2003, p. 54].

● The 1360 Gough Map depicted
Rockingham, implying its importance on a
major road. ‘The castle is one of the few
known to have been constructed by William
I that was not in close proximity to a town. It
seems likely that Rockingham was chosen for
a major royal castle because it provided an
ideal defensible location controlling the
road.’  [Foard]

● 1095 Council of Rockingham: In accounts
of this event mention is made of the existence
of a Great Hall and Chapel. (Eadmer, in his
Historia Novorum in Anglia (ed. M. Rule)
Rolls Series, 1884, 53 ff., and The Life of St.
Anselm by Eadmer, (ed. and trans. R. W.
Southern), 1962, 85 ff.

Two known major building programmes:
King John and Edward I
‘The original timber defences were replaced in stone
on the motte and north bailey, but there are no
significant documentary records before the late 12th
century when repairs are recorded in 1187-8 to
walls and buildings.’ [Foard]
● (1) John modernised the defences; in 1209-11

he spent £126 18s 6d on a new tower and
chamber; and in 1214 he spent £127 8s 6d on
further work at Rockingham.
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● (2) Edward I initiated a thorough
reconstruction of the domestic buildings,
1276-91. He transformed the old square
Norman gate towers into the present semi-
circular ‘D’-shaped towers. The total cost was
£1,252 8s 9d. Two master masons, Thomas of
Weldon (later replaced by William Dilkyn)
and Richard of Acle were employed, each
heading 6-10 freemasons and as many servers.
Miles of Carlton was the master carpenter.
Quarrymen were employed at Weldon, and
carpenters were sent to the woods of
Geddington and Gretton to cut timber.

Repairs and alterations
These continued through the 13th and 14th
centuries until the 1440s, when a new hunting
lodge was built in the park. After this the castle
received less and less attention; it was last
repaired by Richard III. Probably little actual
fortification was added in the 14th and 15th
centuries, when the castle was generally held
by the queen. Henry VIII let stone and other
material be removed by Roger Ratcliffe, one
of the gentlemen of his Chamber, to build a
house for himself at Withcote in
Leicestershire.
‘Works continued until 1440 when a new hunting
lodge was constructed, presumably the moated
lodge within the deer park, after which the castle
saw little attention. The last repairs are recorded
in 1483-5. There is no evidence of repairs in the
Tudor period and in about 1534 permission was
granted for stone to be taken from the castle for
construction work elsewhere.’  [Foard]

2. Evidence from the 1250 Survey and the
1644 Plan of the Keep

The 1250 Survey (National Archive ref C132/13/1)
Chancery: Inquisitions Post Mortem, Series I,
Henry III and C145/4 (12) (Survey of 1250) The
National Archives reference (calendared in
Maxwell Lyte, H. C., 1916, Calendar of Inquisi-
tions Miscellaneous (Chancery), preserved in the P
RO (National Archive) (HMSO) Vol. 1 No. 91).
In order to have up-to-date information on each
royal castle it was customary for the crown to
initiate an investigation of the state of the works

upon each change of constable. In 1250 Geoffrey
de Langley was appointed keeper of Rockingham
Castle and was ordered to make necessary
repairs.  To record the condition of the castle
before he began work, the Sheriff of
Northampton, assisted by four knights of the
shire carried out a survey of the fabric of
Rockingham. This 1250 survey of the castle, now
in the National Archive (the old Public Record
Office), is used by Klingelhöfer, along with some
other evidence, to draw his conclusions about the
various structures at Rockingham. See
Klingelhöfer 1983-4 Appendix pp. 24-25

The survey consists of 51 short entries:
The (shell) Keep: Thirty-five entries refer to
much dilapidation - missing gutters and stone
corbels, missing planks from the parapet walk,
missing ridge pieces of the crenellation; the six
chambers in the upper floor have rotten beams
and lack roofing, doors, louvres and leadwork;
fireplaces need repair; various gates are lacking;
and there is great crack from ground level to
top on the west side (figs. 13, 15, 17).
The Barbican tower: Two entries describe
unfinished work on the barbican tower. The walls
of the upper chamber and the crenellations need
repair. (fig 13.)
The Great Hall: Entry 38 says that the roof of
the king’s great chamber (at the west end of the
Great Hall) is weak and the flooring lacking, and
leadwork partly lacking (fig. 13).
Entries 39-41 mention damage to various walls
and crenellations.
Entries 42-46 deal with rotten timber, missing
doors etc. in various outbuildings - stables, gates,
and the need to dig out the moat.
Chapel; Entry 47 lists furnishing absent from
the chapel - chalice, missal, breviary, psalter and
some vestments.
Entries 48-51 are on features built by the
previous constable Robert Passelewe - including
the drawbridge at the entrance of the barbican
next to the chapel (this implies that there were
drawbridges on each side of the barbican tower);
and adds that he left 2,000 shingles in the castle.
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Conclusions
From this survey it is clear that Rockingham had
been so neglected that parts of it were thought
undefendable and the moat had been allowed to
silt up. As a result, Edward I ordered repairs.
There is other evidence of money being spent by
Henry III - about £10 a year on keeping up the
fabric and making minor improvements at
Rockingham (this at a time when the average
annual income for a knight was between £10 and
£20 a year) - but it was not until Edward I in the
1270s that there was a major overhaul of the
Rockingham defences and domestic buildings.
In 1279 Edward I spent £1,252 8s 9½d on repairs.
‘Though not a nationally important fortress, its
walls were nevertheless maintained in the
expectation that it could have a strategic
function……...Mural towers and barbicans are
typical thirteenth century forms of military
architecture, which together with the numerous
references to the battlement features
(crenellations and allures [walk-ways along the
top of walls]), suggest that the defences of
Rockingham were not antiquated or obsolete,
but rather lacking the full complement of current
military features.’ [Klingelhöfer].
The plan of the Keep as fortified by Parliament
c. 1644  (copy in the Servants’ Hall).  Parliament
turned the motte into a platform for artillery. This
plan allows us to deduce some of the features of
the Keep (fig. 17).

3. The General Features of Rockingham
Castle at the end of the 13th century

(The model in the Servants’ Hall shows most
of these features).

The original Norman motte and bailey
This formed the core of the castle. The bailey
with its curtain wall, and adjoining motte,
enclosed 3 ½ acres; plus a second bailey (now
the Tilting Lawn).
The motte
Was 30ft high and 100ft wide surrounded by a
30ft wide moat; on it there was a well.
The baileys
Rockingham had two opposite baileys with the
motte in between, like Windsor, Arundel,

Deddington, and Carisbrooke castles. The main
bailey was north of the motte and contained the
principal buildings [see below]. The bailey to the
south of the motte, now called the Tilting Lawn,
was the medieval tilt-lawn and military training
/ tournament area.
Defences south of the Tilting lawn
Here there were further defences. The raised,
tree-lined walks along its south-west side (lined
with limes), and south-east side (lined with
sycamores) - the SE one still showing a clear ditch
and mound - seem to be the remains of part of the
defences, perhaps remodelled in the 17th century.
Water feature at South Lodge
A little way south of the Tilting Lawn, crossed
by the drive from South Lodge, is a 300m long
moat or canal. Its date and function are not
known, but was presumably defensive and dates
from the medieval period, since the feature was
already present in 1615.
The (Shell) Keep
The shell-keep was a two-floored polygonal
shell keep with a six-sided interior and an 80ft
diameter wide exterior which may have been
circular or perhaps 18-sided. Within the keep the
two storeys consisted of storerooms, and an
entrance room on the ground floor, serving the
six upper chambers which provided sleeping
accommodation. This shell-keep enclosed an
open centre (like a ring doughnut), as at Windsor
or Durham castles. (The present yew hedge and
rose beds echo this structure). There was a small
chapel, ruinous in 1250, at ground level
(probably on the motte but separate from the
keep). Surrounding the keep was a mantlet wall.
(The model in the Servants’ Hall doesn’t quite
follow this description). The Keep ‘was finally
demolished perhaps as part of the slighting of
the castle after the Civil War.’ [Foard].
A Barbican Tower
This defended the drawbridge that led to the keep,
and a second drawbridge led from the Barbican into
the bailey.
The Curtain Wall
This surrounded the bailey, with mural towers at
intervals. This largely survives on the east side,
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by the Street, but on the north and west it was
restored, and embellished with stone balls, after
the Civil War.
"The whole of the circuit of the bailey wall with
its two corner turrets survived in 1615 but was
demolished soon after either as part of the
Watsons’ improvements to their residence or
when the castle was slighted after the Civil
War.” [Foard]
At the two points where the curtain wall met the
motte there were mural towers called flanker
towers, with the 13th century one at the end of
the ‘Street’ still surviving (see figs 14, 19-24 and
discussion). The other was on or near the site of
the bandstand, where the curtain wall met the
motte. (The bandstand is a projecting stone
bastion built on in the 19th century (probably on
one of the Civil War ‘Flankers’) to afford views
over the gardens and to the Welland valley. The
pergola on top was constructed in 1909).
Curtain Wall - East Side: On the east side the
curtain wall stood on an 8ft high bank, and was
9ft thick (still visible in the Hammer Door
opening or postern).
The North and West curtain walls were
narrower than the east wall, because the
steepness of the terrain did not require the
thickness of the east wall. There were mural
towers at the angles of these walls. In 1284-7 a
new tower called the Holebrook Tower, after the
then constable Richard de Holebrook (1230-91),
was built, probably with another tower, on the
NW side of the outer bailey - both shown in the
plan of 1615 (both probably destroyed after the
Civil War) (see figs. 11, 13, 15 and Clark plan).
There were two postern gates (for pedestrian
access) in the curtain wall; their locations are
not recorded, ‘though an interruption of the east
wall between the motte and the gatehouse may
mark the site of one of them’ [Klingelhöfer]
(where the present ‘Hammer Door’ is?) There
was also in the north bailey an interior dividing
wall, the cross wall, running from the curtain
wall to the motte (shown in the model in the
Servants’ Hall). The site is now occupied by the
Elephant Hedge (and perhaps gives its name to
the Cross Garden?)

The east curtain Gatehouse
This was constructed with Weldon stone. Two
strong semi-circular towers, with arrow slits,
flank the entrance in the east curtain wall, which
was protected by a portcullis, with the ½ round
grooves still visible. The pointed gateway arches
have fine stone mouldings, with carved head-
stops, now very weathered, at the ends of the
arches. The crenellation on the top of the towers
was removed by Parliament after the Civil War,
and recreated by Anthony Salvin in the mid-19th
century. He used the same Weldon stone as used
in the 13th century, so it blends in well. The
1250 survey noted a gaol at Rockingham,
probably in the Gatehouse. We know that
prisoners captured in the siege of Lincoln in
1216, and prisoners captured at Dunbar in 1295
were housed, for 323 days, somewhere in the
castle, but not necessarily in the Gatehouse -
since they were high-class prisoners, including
William son of John de Moravia, knight. In 1354
a man called Robert Hod was imprisoned “for
trespass of vert and venison in the forest of
Rokyngham” [see Pipe Rolls] - he probably was
put in the Gatehouse.
The Great Hall
In 1217 there is reference to the Great and Little
Chambers - possibly referring to the main Great
Hall and to the King’s Chamber (or solar). Much
is probably the work of Edward I in the 1270s,
though Pevsner dates the entrance (north)
doorway earlier. That doorway has elaborately
moulded stonework. Pevsner notes: ‘Rolls with
keels and fillets with very worn stiff leaf capitals.
Stylistically the doorways look later than 1216,
but earlier than 1276. But that does not fit with
the documented major building periods’. (Build-
ings of Northamptonshire, 1973, 387).
The King’s Chamber or solar was at the west
end of Great Hall, either inside or attached to it.
In 1223 the guttering of the King’s chamber was
repaired, perhaps implying that the King’s
Chamber, as in other castles, was probably off
the Great Hall at the west end opposite to the
entrance. Perhaps the blocked-up doorway by
the window at the end of the Panel Room is
related to this? But the 1250 survey refers to the
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need for repairs to the floor of the king’s
chamber, perhaps implying that it was an upper
floor? The Pipe Rolls of Edward I provide some
more details of the room - in 1278 a round
window made by Master Thomas of Weldon was
put into the King’s chamber, and it was
redecorated with a pattern of Stars of Bethlehem.
There was also the Queen’s Chamber built for
Eleanor by Edward I at the east end (nothing
survives of it save perhaps the two stone steps
that lead to the wooden Queen Eleanor’s
staircase?). The Pipe Rolls say that in 1278 glass
was bought for 10s ‘from a certain brother of
Pipewell [Abbey]’ for the Queen’s chamber; and
in 1279 payment was made to a carpenter for
carpentering in the wardrobe of the Queen. And
in 1279 walls were made around the grass plot
(viridarium) near the Chamber of the Queen,
today called Queen Eleanor’s Garden.
Edward I put in the chimney - though the present
arched opening is Tudor and was presumably
built by Edward Watson when he divided the
Great Hall. Also, one at the King’s Chamber end
of the Hall. He also  inserted windows perhaps
six, but it is not known where – high up or lower
down? (The present windows date from Edward
Watson’s work on the Great Hall - in the
distinctive Renaissance rectangular style).
At the east end was the Screens Passage, with
north (12/13th century?) and south (c. 1270?)
doorways. Above it was the Minstrels’ Gallery.
On the east side of the screens passage were
doorways leading to the buttery and pantry, still
under the roof of the Great Hall - the area in which
the steward, who ran the household, operated
(today the Butler’s Pantry - with the thick wall
just to the east of it, pierced by the present
passage, marking the end of the Great Hall).
Beyond this was probably a covered way leading
to the separate kitchen, which was rebuilt by
Edward I (possibly on the site of the (kitchen?).
Inside the (north) bailey were service buildings
These were scattered about in a disorderly
fashion. The bailey area of a 13th century castle
was described as, ‘A confusing hodge-podge of
structures designed for different uses, but all
dominated by the solid masonry of the keep and

enclosed by a thick wall’(Margaret Wade
Labarge ‘A Baronial Household of the
Thirteenth Century’, 1965, p. 20).
The 1250 survey referred to the need for repairs
to the stables, a granary (there may also have been
a mill to grind the grain, as at Nottingham castle)
and the king’s coal-house, where charcoal was
brought in from Rockingham forest - for use in
braziers for the domestic chambers and perhaps
for the ovens. (Was the wooden beam set into the
east curtain wall, and still visible in the Servants’
Hall, part of one of these structures?)
The Chapel
Now lost. lt was to the north of the motte (see
Clark’s plan ‘supposed site of chapel, fig. 3).
Building records show that it had a cellar (crypt?)
Underneath and nearby. There appears also to
have been a cloister linking in to the Great Hall,
that cloister was probably on the site of the Tudor
block built by Edward Watson that is now the
Library and the rooms above.

4. The church of St Leonard
“The church at Rockingham was possibly first built
as a chapel to the castle.  The chapel was certainly
in existence by the second half of the 12th century
and ... by the 13th century it was already being
treated by the bishop as an ordinary rectory. The
church itself was demolished in the Civil War as
part of the clearance of the southern end of the town
to provide a clear field of fire from the garrison
defences. The church was rebuilt soon after the war
and again extensively rebuilt and extended in mid
19th century. This post-Civil War building appears
to have been built largely on the medieval
position". [Foard]
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